
FAITH  PRESBYTERIAN  CHURCH                            September 3, 2017 
  
ORDINARY  TIME – Thirteenth Sunday after Pentecost 
 
RECOLLECTING OURSELVES FOR WORSHIP 
 Music (please use this time for quiet and reflection) 
 Gong [followed by silence] 
 Call to Worship 
 Hymn – 281 

Opening Prayer 
 
OUR  HUMANNESS  AND  GOD’S  GRACE 

Call to Confession 
Unison Prayer of Confession 

 
Gracious God, I think of the religious journey as something I 

do, rather than as something you initiate and orchestrate.  I 
believe that to think of this journey as something you initiate and 
orchestrate I would need to think of it differently—I think this 
journey is about morality, and I would need to think of it as being 
about awareness, awareness that then evokes morality.  I am 
frequently made aware of thoughts and feelings I do not consider 
moral, and I seek to rid myself of them.  But, what if these 
thoughts and feelings I consider to be immoral are your way of 
inviting me to my religious journey, a way of encouraging in me a 
less narrow and more expansive and inclusive morality.  What if 
my concentration on what I should do defeats the efforts you 
make to develop my awareness and deepen my perception, so 
that my sense of morality ends up being less restrictive and more 
highly differentiated than the one I inherited.  I have begun to see 
that my moralistic focus often impedes both the journey onto 
which you invite me, and the morality you seek to induce in me. 
 
 Personal Prayer of Confession in Silence 

Assurance of Pardon 
 
 

LISTENING  FOR  THE  WORD  OF  GOD 
 Story for the Children 
 Scripture – Matthew 16:21-28 
 Prompting 
 Silence and Reflection 
 
RESPONDING  TO  THE  WORD  OF  GOD 
 Hymn – 282 
 Announcements 
 Minute for Mission 
 Our Gifts and Offerings 
 
   Praise God from whom all blessings flow; 
   Praise Christ all creatures here below; 
   Praise Holy Spirit, Comforter; 
   One God, Triune, whom we adore.  Amen. 
  
 The Prayers of the People and Lord’s Prayer 
   Our Father in heaven, 
    hallowed be your name, 
    your kingdom come, 
    your will be done, 
     on earth as it is in heaven. 
   Give us today our daily bread. 
   Forgive us our sins 
    as we forgive those who sin against us. 
   Save us in the time of trial 
    and deliver us from evil. 
   For the kingdom, the power, and the glory are yours 
    now and forever.  Amen. 
      
GOING OUT – to serve, to journey, to live the word 
 Hymn – 284 
 Charge and Benediction 
  



CALENDAR  OF  EVENTS 
TODAY   10:00  Worship and Church School 
     11:00  Coffee and Fellowship 
     11:20  Conversation 
     12:00  Lunch Bunch 
 

Lectionary Readings from Cycle A for September 10, 2017  
Exodus 12:1-14; Psalm 149; Romans 13:8-14; Matthew 18:15-20. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ushers: Jim Plein and Richard Egan. 
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 O God, too near to be found, too simple to be 
conceived, too good to be believed; help us to trust, not 
in our knowledge of Thee, but in Thy knowledge of us; to 
be certain of Thee, not because we feel our thoughts of 
Thee are true, but because we know how far Thou dost 
transcend them.   May we not be anxious to discern Thy 
will, but content only with desire to do it; may we not 
strain our minds to understand Thy nature, but yield 
ourselves and live our lives only to express Thee. 
 
 Shew us how foolish it is to doubt Thee, since Thou 
Thyself dost set the questions which disturb us; reveal our 
unbelief to be faith fretting at its outworn form.  Be 
gracious when we are tempted to cease from moral strife: 
reveal what it is that struggles in us.  Before we tire of 
mental search enable us to see that it was not ourselves 
but Thy call which stirred our souls. 
 
 Turn us back from our voyages of thought to that which 
sent us forth.  Teach us to trust not to cleverness or 
learning, but to that inward faith which can never be 
denied.   Lead us out of confusion to simplicity.  Call us 
back from wandering without to find Thee at home within.  
Amen. 
 

The Temple: A Book of Prayer, by W.E. Orchard, D.D., 
 New York: E.P. Dutton & Co, Inc., c. 1918 
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Ordinary Time – Thirteenth Sunday After Pentecost 
[Matthew 16:21-28] 

 Christians pay a great deal of attention to what is recorded in 
the pages of the New Testament, especially the Gospels, regarding 
the person of Jesus. I believe the common reason for doing so is 
that we use Jesus as a model to show us how to live; he is someone 
we seek to imitate. Another way to use what is recorded about the 
person of Jesus is to use it as illustrations of where God intends to 
take us, especially if we choose to walk the path of the Christian 
journey. God intends to lead us on the mental, emotional and 
spiritual journey that yields the way of looking at life, walking 
through life, and behaving in life which was demonstrated in the 
life of Jesus; the narratives show us the experiential realities 
toward which and through which we will be taken which yield the 
kind of life we see demonstrated in Jesus. To read the New 
Testament seeking a model to imitate is to read it looking for the 
“moral sense of scripture.” To read the New Testament seeking to 
understand where God is leading us, is to read it looking for the 
“anagogical sense of scripture.” There is a difference between 
reading a text to discover what we are supposed to do, and reading 
it to discover the experiences and perceptions we will be taken 
toward which will enable us to live in a particular way. 
 We are going to consider this text and look for its “anagogical 
sense,” the way it highlights the experiences toward which and 
through which God is taking us. If this way of interpreting the text 
“feels” incomplete in some way, I suggest this is because our minds 
are looking for something we are supposed to be doing, and since 
our minds are not finding such suggestions, our minds are 
frustrated. As part of looking for the “anagogical sense” of this text, 
we will internalize the text so that it is describing something that is 
happening in our interior—in our own internal, experiential, 
mental, emotional life. 
 Jerusalem is the center and heart of Judaism. If we internalize 
the text, Jerusalem is a good metaphor for our own center. God 
intends to lead us on a journey into our own center, the heart of 
our own life. Before undertaking this journey, it will be helpful to 
understand that it necessarily involves “suffering.” This word 

means “to experience a sensation or impression, usually painful”—
suffering refers to having thoughts and feeling which are difficult to 
experience. These thoughts and feelings are difficult because they 
are opposed by the “elders and chief priests” in us, what we would 
refer to as our Parent Ego State—the aspect of our personality that 
is the custodian of the standards regarding what we should be 
thinking and feeling. This collision between the thoughts and 
feelings that are brought to us on this journey to our center, and the 
admonishments as to the thoughts and feelings we should be 
having, will result in the destruction of our familiar sense of self, our 
familiar experience of the person we believe we are. A short while 
later, however, our sense of self will again form, only this time it will 
be more expansive, more adequate to express and convey the 
person we actually are in comparison to the person we were taught 
we should be. On the journey to our own center, we will be led 
through this cycle of “suffering, death, and rising again” many times. 
As a result, our life becomes fuller, and we become more congruent. 
 There will always be an aspect of our personality that is opposed 
to this journey and what it involves, represented in this text by 
Peter. The label “Satan” is applied to this aspect of us. “Satan” is a 
word which means “the accuser,” which is a good description of 
what we experience on this journey to our center. Any time we have 
thoughts and feelings which do not meet the standards regarding 
what we should be thinking and feeling, we will “feel” accused. This 
would be what causes the “suffering” mentioned above. The text 
tells us that the accusing is a “stumbling block” to what God is doing, 
especially when we get caught up in either ignoring or rebutting the 
accusations. When we ignore or rebut the accusations, our minds 
are working the way human minds work and not the way God would 
have them work. God would desire that the accusations be treated 
as part of the journey to our center, and therefore as things to be 
understood, and by being understood to ultimately be integrated. 
 If anyone has the impulse to learn about this journey to their 
center, and is determined to act on that impulse, they need to 
realize they are being prepared to disown their familiar sense of 
self, and to take up the exposure to death that will come to that 
sense of self. Those whose only interest is to protect the familiar 



way they think about and experience themselves, will, by that 
effort, fully destroy their ability to think and feel. Those who are 
open to having the familiar way they think about and experience 
themselves be “destroyed” on this journey, will have brought to 
them a different way to think about and experience themselves. 
Verse 26 says: “For what will it profit them if they gain the whole 
world but forfeit their life? Or what will they give in return for their 
life?” In this verse, the word translated as “world” is a Greek word 
meaning “an orderly arrangement,” and the word translated as 
“life” is a Greek word referring to the basic ability to feel and 
perceive. I suggest we translate verse 26 as follows: “What is to be 
gained by maintaining the familiar, orderly way we have arranged 
our experience of ourselves, if by doing so we injure the ability to 
experience feelings and have thoughts, especially new ones? Does 
maintaining the orderly arrangement of our familiar self-
experience have the same value ultimately as discovering and 
perceiving who we essentially are and what we are actually 
experiencing?” 
 The “Son of Man” is the figure in Biblical mythology that ushers 
in personal change. The text ends with this thought: change is the 
true nature of God, and when change comes the messages it 
delivers are always given to help us come to terms with what we 
have done or not been able to do. That is, the thoughts and feelings 
that come to us on the journey to our center are always related to 
what we needed to avoid or been unable to embrace earlier in life. 
These are God’s attempt to redeem a thought or feeling that has 
been lost to us or denied to us. This is the way God gives us the 
fullest life feasible for us, and helps us inhabit the life that is 
actually ours. God’s influencing us in this way is something we will 
taste/experience during our lifetime, before we die. 

[Jim Robie, 9-1-17, 13th Sunday after Pentecost in Cycle A, Matthew 16:21-28] 


